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IntroductIon
The oldest texts refer to six ancient cities as 
the collective birthplace of civilisation. The 
first is not written here.* Three still survive 
today: Umberto city in Umberto, Vectis in 
South Chalcedon, and Nosjad in Mirkasa. 
Another’s true location is believed to have 
been on the Green Scar: “an island of emerald 
green, the final throne of the Dygra.” 

The last is known only as the Forest of Dust. It 
is believed lost, its works and people ruined. 
But if you were to travel deep within the 
Umberto desert, through burning sun and 
winding sandstorms, you would find a ravine, 
hidden for millenia. The Forest of Dust lies 
within - eroded to its foundations, but there 
nonetheless.

Through eroded scraps of sandstone, 
witchlights flicker in the dusty gloom - the 
dead of the Forest do not lie easy. Trapped 

here by their own sorcery, they haunt the 
region as the wraith-like Dust-of-Men. 
Though unable to stop the erosion of their 
land, they do whatever they can to guard 
their legacy from the living.

The only mortals to stand up to the Dust-of-
Men are the Bashi-Bazouks. They are exiles, 
bold and desperate, soldiers who failed their 
caliph. From their camp they range through 
the gutted ruins for relics, seeking a king’s 
ransom with which to buy back their honour 
from the caliph.

If only they knew what lay in the centre. 
Fire-Lies-Contained is a creature of fire, 
imprisoned long ago by the Dust-of-Men. It 
is said his rage is boundless, but this is a lie. 
He was mistaken for a demon long ago, and 
desperately seeks his freedom. 

* GM: The first isn’t written here because I’m assuming it 

would be useful for you to make this up yourself...
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rumours
The following could have been heard in the 
universities of Chalcedon, the bazaars of 
Umberto, or the wharfs of Nosjad. 

Regardless, what is stated is commonly 
known. (What is in brackets is not.)

The Bashi-Bazouks seek to quench the 1. 
Fire. (False - they seek to claim it.) When 
they do, the ghosts of the city will be put 
to rest. (False.)

Fire-Lies-Contained’s rage is eternal. 2. 
(False.) Fire-Lies-Contained is a demon. 
(False.) Fire-Lies-Contained comes 
from the Infernal realms (True - its a fire 
elemental.)

The Forest of Dust was once a great city. 3. 
(True.) Its people were great wielders of 
magic (true) and protected the realms of 
men from demons (false - they captured 
“demons” for their own selfish ends.)

The forges of the forest can bind souls to 4. 
steel. (True.) The forge has burned for a 
thousand times a thousand years (true… 
but it doesn’t burn now.)

There are 100 ghosts in the Forest of 5. 
Dust (true.) Until each is put to rest, 
Fire-Lies-Contained’s prison cannot be 
broken. (false.)

The Bashi-Bazouks deserted the field 6. 
in battle. (True, but they did so to out-
manouvre Umberto’s enemies; their actions 
won the battle.) 

stakes
Will Fire-lies-contained be • 
released?

Will Fire-lies-contained be • 
destroyed?

Will the Bashi-bazouks be • 
pardoned?

Will the Dust-of-Men be • 
exorcised?

Questions
How did Fire-lies-contained • 
come to be captured?

How did the city come to be • 
destroyed?

What did the Bashi-Bazouk • 
commander bury in the 
forest?

How can Fire-lies-contained • 
return to its native realm?

Can the Dust-of-Men be • 
appeased?

things to remember
Sins are not • forgotten.

Appearances can be • 
deceiving.

Ghosts will find you • wanting.
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GettInG started
This introduction assumes the party are 
starting in the middle of the ruins, with 
trouble fast approaching. 

If you would prefer a less perilous 
introduction, you could start them in the 
Bashi-Bazouk’s camp, Umberto city, or 
beyond. In fact, this could be an adventure in 
itself...

Getting there
The Forest of Dust is hidden away deep in a 
dusty desert. In my campaign that means its 
5 days perilous journey from Umberto city, 
across miles of desolate sand and canyons 
ripe for an ambush. Once they reach the 
ravine, they have to find the city itself:

There’s a rope-and-pulley elevator, well 
hidden and maintained by the Bashi-bazouks. 
Crude but effective, its big enough to carry 
a dozen men. Each trip (up or down) there’s 
a 2-in-6 chance of an attack from a single 

Dust-of-man. It leads from the corner of the 
city’s south-east wall to the surface.

If the party are leaving the elemental 
plane of fire (e.g. by magical portal or ritual) 
there’s a 1-in-6 chance they’ll appear in front 
of Fire-Lies-Contained’s prison instead of 
their intended destination. The portal will 
collapse  behind them almost immediately...

In the spirit world, the city is as whole as it 
was in life. The Dust-of-Men, who were once 
the priests and magickers of this place, may 
be able to transport the players into the city 
in return for a dangerous bargain.

In theory, the underground domains of 
the antfolk extend as far as the Forest of 
Dust. Navigating their compounds may be 
possible from the northern ziggurats. Several 
have been abandoned to the fungus pox 
recently…
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sandstorms
The Forest of Dust isn’t just a name. For 
every 30 minutes or so the party spend in the 
ruins, or any time someone (a player) coughs 
or sneezes, hold 1. 

At 3, visibility is halved from the dense • 
storms. 

At 5, everyone’s DEX is halved until the • 
storm subsides. 

At 7, reset hold to 1. • 

The GM can spend hold, one-for-one, to make 
a GM move (see below).

GM moves for the Forest of Dust:

The sandstorms get worse• 

The Dust-of-Men or their minions • 
emerge

The prison of • Fire-Lies-Contained is 
weakened

They feel • Fire-Lies-Contained’s influence

The Bashi-Bazouks leave you to your fate• 

The Bashi-Bazouks covet your magical • 
items
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the Bashi-Bazouk’s camp
Dusty, cramped, and filled with raucous 
soldiers. By default, the settlement is 
Poor, Shrinking, Guard, Need (Supplies), 
Trade (Umberto City), Oath (The Caliph of 
Umberto). Choose one:

The Bashi-Bazouks have unlocked • 
some secrets of the Forest: +Arcane, 
-Population

The Bashi-Bazouks have turned to • 
religion to keep the dead at bay: +Divine

Choose one problem:

The keep’s commander is old and ailing, • 
and his lieutenants vie for leadership: 
blight (lack of command)

Morale is terrible, and soldiers have • 
taken to pilfering from one another: 
lawless, -population

The Dust-of-Men have found a way to • 
strike at the keep: blight(Drakes-of-Dust), 
need(exorcists)

the anvil of dust
Circular ruins suggest a communal, almost 
religious area. At the centre lies a finely-
wrought anvil. There’s space inside the anvil 
to light a fire. The anvil isn’t fixed to the floor 
- three strong men could move it, if wished.

The space is designed to be filled with 
magical fire, but a powerful soul is needed 
as a spark. Fire-Lies-Contained’s would work. 
Once lit, the anvil can be used by a trained 
blacksmith to create Soulswords (see rewards). 

If destroyed, the release of magical energy 
will create an unstable portal to the Infernal 
realm (the home of Fire-Lies-Contained.)

the tree of gold
An immense oak tree with golden bark. Its 
trunk is bloated - Fire-Lies-Contained is 
trapped within. Occasionally he may break 
an arm or foot free with a blaze of fire, but in 
his centuries of imprisonment he has never 
escaped - the golden branches bend like 
rubber, but never break.

The tree can be neutralised by water - any 
bark splashed will lose its golden lustre and 
be broken as easily as any natural bark.

Fire-Lies-Contained can hear everything 
outside the tree as normal, and will wrench 
open a hole large enough to peek through if 
he wants to communicate.

There’s a 1-in-6 chance of a golden seed lying 
in the dust; more may be found at the top 
of the tree, if someone is willing to climb it 
and search. If planted in dry soil - and never 
watered, not even by rain - it will grow into 
a golden tree. Golden boughs may be shorn 
off using magic and/or careful application 
of water; or the seed may be sold for an 
inordinate amount to the right buyer of 
magical items.



other locations
While searching the city, the party may 
stumble onto one of the following:

The Gardens

Once green and verdant, now a wasteland 
of silken dust. Remains of beautiful stone 
sculptures lie half-buried in the sand. 
The Drakes-of-dust use this place as their 
personal den. 

When you cross the gardens by foot, 
roll+DEX. On a 10+ you get where you 
wanted.  On a 7-9, you’re halfway there and 
on reasonably solid ground, but the rest of 
the way is blocked by silken quicksand. On 
a miss, you’re falling through the dust as 
though it was water.

The Souk

Empty, echoing with the whispers of market 
day. When you discern realities here, 
on any result you get the sensation that 
something is analysing you back.

The Palace

Empty. An embossed metal tablet lies in the 
stone wall, showing the bloodlines of ancient 
kings. (If accurately translated, it proves the 
current Caliph’s bloodline is illegitimate.)
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rewards
When encountering the Dust-of-Men or their 
servants, there’s a 1-in-6 chance of finding 
a drake’s collar on their remains. There is a 
chance any Bashi-bazouks encountered may 
already have either a collar or soulsword. 
(Note the collars can’t be taken from them, as 
they turn to dust as soon as they are put on).

Drake’s Collar

A simple golden bangle, inlaid with runes 
that hurt the eye. Before they became ghosts, 
the Dust-of-Men used these collars to control 
their drakes. 

When you put the collar on, it burns white 
hot for a moment - burning the runes into 
your skin - before crumbling to ash. From 
then on, when you are directly attacked 
with magic (i.e. a magic missile or similar, 
targeting you) roll+WIS. If you’re still in the 
desert, take +1. On a 10+, both. On a 7-9, pick 
one:

The attack is dispelled• 

Your drake briefly manifests, dealing • 
1d6 damage (ignores armour) to your 
attacker

On a miss, the Drake suffers damage. Roll 
1d6; on a 1, the Drake is permanently 
destroyed.

Soulsword

Blades forged on the Forge of Dust, imbued 
with the souls of the living. Often, these may 
be encountered as enemies (see enemies.) If 
reduced to 0 HP, what’s left of the sword will 
still have a soul attached to it.

Soulswords can strike at the dead as surely 

as they can the living. If used to kill a mortal, 
there’s a 3-in-6 chance the weapon will 
shatter under the weight of absorbing too 
many souls.

relics of renown
Any one of these rewards, if presented to the 
caliph, would be enough to restore the Bashi-
Bazouks’ honour. If the Bashi-bazouks realise 
the party are holding onto any of these items 
in secret, they’ll turn on them in an instant.

Golden Seed

See The Tree of Gold above.

The Anvil of Dust

See The Anvil of Dust above.

The horn of storms

A mythical object from the heydays of Oasyr, 
a horn of bone and gold about as long as an 
orc’s arm. It was used by the city’s people to 
control the sandstorms around the city. It 
might be found hidden in the dust, especially 
near to the old city walls.

The horn is designed to be played in long, low 
blasts (like a didgeridoo). When you blow the 
horn, roll+CON. On a 10+ you may accurately 
control the winds around you - you can quiet 
them to nothing, or create a whirlwind. This 
affects an area of about half a mile around 
you and lasts until the following dawn. On 
a 7-9, you can quieten the wind around you, 
but not make them wilder. On a miss, the 
storms refuse to follow your command. If you 
actually know how to play a wind instrument 
(like a horn, saxophone or didgeridoo) take 
+1 forward.
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enemIes
Bashi-Bazouks
An irregular regiment from the Caliph’s 
army exiled for (seemingly) deserting the 
battlefield. Want to earn the Caliph’s pardon, 
mainly by claiming items of great wealth or 
power.

Horde, Intelligent, Organized, Scimitar (1d6+2 
damage)  3 HP 1 Armor 

Close

5-in-6 Bazouks will have ensorcelled blades, 
allowing them to strike at the ghosts.

3-in-6 Bazouks will have scavenged a collar 
of a Drake-of-Dust, protecting them (slightly) 
from magical attack.

2-in-6 Bazouks will take offence at a random 
PC over some perceived slight or prejudice.

If ignored: The Bazouks will continue to 
range into the city, hoping to find a way 
to recover the Forge of Dust or Fire-Lies-
Contained

If attacked: They will fight back with wild 
abandon. If word gets back to the keep 
the party killed one of their brethren, the 
Bazouks will all turn against them - they may 
be a bunch of thieves and killers, but they 
look out for each other.

Law of reverse ninjitsu: If the party are facing 
a single Bazouk, they do 2d6+2 damage 
instead.

the dust-of-men
Ghosts of the people who once lived here. 
Want to guard what they built in life, 
including the prison of Fire-Lies-Contained

Group, Intelligent, Organized, Ghostly Touch 
(1d6 damage, ignores armour)  3 HP 

Close

Special quality: Intangible

If ignored: They will continue to harry 
anyone carrying magical items within the city 
limits.

If attacked with mundane weapons: These 
will have no effect. They will laugh cruelly 
and continue their attack.

If attacked with magical weapons (especially 
one scavenged from the city): They will wail 
with rage and summon allies, usually 1d6 
Drakes-of-Dust.

Drakes-of-Dust

Spectral hound-like demons used by the 
Dust-of-Men to guard their city. Want to 
follow their master’s commands.

Horde, Organised, Spectral claws (1d6 damage, 
ignores armour) 5 HP 

Close

Special quality: Intangible

Active Soulswords

Solitary, Spectral attack (2d6 damage) 6 HP 1 
Armour

Close
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Fire-Lies-contained
A fire elemental mistaken for a demon 
and imprisoned against his will. For 
centuries he has raged against 
his prison, but he ultimately 
fears death and the mortals 
who imprisoned him. 

He wants to be freed and 
return to his natural home, 
the plane of fire (AKA the 
Infernal realm, which 
some mortals mistakenly 
consider to be hell.)

If ignored: He will 
alternately plead with whoever 
comes near for release and rage 
violently against his cage.

If destroyed: He will leave a 
burning ruby - the crystallised 
remains of his essence.

If released: He will be in 
his saviour’s debt. He will 
seek to find a way back 
to his home realm. If the 
party help him with this 
too, he will offer a way of 
communicating or even summoning him in 
the future.

Solitary, Intelligent, Organised, Burning hands 
(2d6 damage, ignores armour) 21 HP 2 Armour

Close, Reach

Special quality: Burning



QuIck-start ruLes

rolling dice
When you attempt 

something risky, roll 2d6 
and add an attribute modifier. 

(The GM will describe the risks 
before you roll, and pick which 

attribute to use.)

A 10+ means it happens, 
without complication. A 

7-9 means it happens, but 
not quite as you would have 
hoped. A 6- means you mark 

experience and the GM 
describes what happens next  
(you’re probably not going to 

like it.)

Dungeon World

...is CC-BY SA, by Sage LaTorra & 
Adam Koebel. 

making a character
You have a name: perhaps Aventail, Bascinet, 
Morion or Schynbald.

You have six attributes: STRength, DEXterity, 
CONstitution, INTelligence, WISdom and CHArisma. 
Each has a score and a modifier. Assign these scores 
to your stats, in whichever order you like: 16 (+2), 15 
(+1), 13 (+1), 12 (+0), 9 (+0), 8 (-1). 

You start with hit points equal to your constitu-
tion +6 (usually, at least 14.)

You deal D6 damage. You start with an old blade 
and shortbow, a handful of arrows (3 ammo’s worth) 
and leather armour (+1 armour.) You also start with 
5 rations, 5 adventuring gear and coin equal to your 
charisma +6.

You have an alignment. If you fulfil your align-
ment at least once per game, you get bonus experi-
ence at the end. Pick one of the following state-
ments to describe your alignment:

“I will defend those weaker than me.”• 

“I will defeat a worthy opponent.”• 

“I will spur others to significant, unplanned deci-• 
sive action.”

Finally, you have a homeland. Or if you prefer, 
you don’t, and you get this move:

At the start of a session, the GM will ask you about your 
homeland: why you left, or what you left behind. If you 
answer, mark XP.



a worLd In conFLIct

Several decades ago the mountain 
gnomes sought asylum in the 

hinterlands of Mirkasa, home of 
backwards farmhands and devout 

templars. While gnomish technology 
and pious discipline have made this 

nation greater, threats from beyond and 
within continue to harass it’s people.

If you grew up in Mirkasa, then when 
you are struck by lightning or magical 

force, hold 1. Spend hold, one-for-one, to 
deal +hold damage.

The sands of Umberto are brutal, 
mysterious and beautiful. It’s said there 
are more ancient terrors beneath the 
sands than anywhere else in the world, 
and it’s people are constantly vigilant 
against suspicion from without and 
demonic incursions from within.

If you grew up in Umberto, you count 
as a “place of power” for the purposes of 
the move Ritual. Be warned: taking full 
advantage of this may risk your physical, 
mental or spiritual well-being.

When an army from Chalcedon invaded 
the Green Scar, the entire island nation 

rose up to drive them out. But despite 
their best efforts, the rainforests 

burned. Most of the land’s former glory 
is lost; the land’s magic has been all but 

exhausted and many of it’s gods are dead.

If you survived the burning of the 
Green Scar, you start with FAITH equal 

to your wisdom. You may spend 1 faith at 
any time to turn a 6- result into a 7. Faith 

cannot be recovered; when it reaches 0, 
what remains of your gods is lost with it. 

Chalcedon was a green and pleasant 
land, now in the midst of an industrial 
revolution. Fog-shrouded factories 
sprawl across the landscape, spewing 
raw etherium into the atmosphere. 
Foppish nobles bicker over politics and 
status, while the downtrodden mutated 
workforce plot revolution.

If you grew up in Chalcedon, then 
choose an element: earth, wind, fire or 
water. You are resistant to the harmful 
effects of that element, but weaker to it’s 
opposite.

The world is an ever-changing thing. Today’s monsters are tomorrow’s trophies; nations rise 
and fall, and no king rules forever. But never forget the actions of a single adventurer may one 

day change the fates of nations.

http://rpg.drivethrustuff.com/product/129967/The-Green-Scar-A-Dungeon-World-Adventure
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